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FIGURE 4.28  View of the inside of the theatre, 1992 FIGURE 4.29  Detail showing how the members were 
connected to the ground, 1992
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4.71). In the words of  Mick Eekhout this was an essential pre-stressing concept for the 
cardboard tubes, invented by Luis Weber of Octatube Engineering, which has been used 
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FIGURE 4.83  Hualin Primary School – roof structure, 2013 FIGURE 4.84  Hualin Primary 
School – 1:1 scale mock-up, roof 
structure, 2013
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FIGURE 4.88  Ring Pass Field 
Hockey Club, Tuball – connection 
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4.137). FLAT CRUSH CONTROL
Norm
XP ISO 11093-9














































FIGURE 4.144  Visitors: Maria and Filip, 2015 FIGURE 4.145  Detail of the 
exhibition boards, 2015
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§  4.4.2 Structural systems
There are three different structural systems with which cardboard architectural 
elements can be realised [30]: rod systems, panel/plate systems and shell systems.













f  Space frames – a structural rod system, truss-like structures in which paper 
tubes are composed in a geometric 3D pattern (Ring Pass Field Hockey Club).







c Two-dimensional shell (Wikkel House)
d  Three-dimensional grid shells (Japanese Pavilion for Expo 2000).
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